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What can we learn from maps?
How do they make maps?
How do we read maps?

What is it like
in a different place?

Why does that matter?

Where will we go?
How do I describe 

 what I‛m looking at?
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Regions (Spatial Groups)
What places are similar in some way

and located close to each other ?

Spatial Analogies
Do places in similar positions
in other parts of the world 
also have similar conditions?

Spatial Associations
Why do some features occur
together in the same places?

Spatial Patterns
Why are features arranged

in bunches, lines, rings, waves,
or other non-random ways?

Spatial Comparison
How are places similar

or different?

Spatial Hierarchies
What smaller entities
are inside larger ones?

Spatial Sequences
and Transitions

How do conditions change
from one place to another? 

Spatial Auras
What nearby places may be

“under the influence” of this place?

Spatial Thinking
in the Human Brain
(a graphic organizer for taking notes)

More than 4000 research studies since 1995 
show that the human brain has separate “networks”

that do specific kinds of spatial thinking,
in parallel and often simultaneously.

Copyright 2011   contact pgersmehl@gmail.com
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Basic Spatial Reasoning 
A. Immanuel Kant said it well:  Human brains have “built-in” ways of organizing information: 
                  spatially (in space), temporally (in time), causally (by cause-and-effect processes) 

B. Brain-scanning reveals distinct networks that do different kinds of spatial organization: 

1. Comparison – bigger/smaller, rounder/squarer, darker/lighter, redder/grayer 
Examples: Iowa is smaller than Texas, Poland rounder than Italy. 

China has more dots than Australia on this map. 
Botswana has a darker color than Zimbabwe. 

2. Proximity  - next to, near, close to, within its area of influence (its “aura”) 
Examples: cabin near a lake, noisy house near an airport,  

gas station near an Interstate highway exit, 
refugee camp near a country with a civil war 

3. Region  - part of a group of places with something in common 
Examples: farms with corn fields in the Corn Belt, 

abandoned factories in the Rust Belt, 
people speaking Spanish in Latin America 

4. Sequence  - in order, along a line, on the way from one place to another 
Examples: third block along a particular street, 

grassland between rainforest and desert, 
middle-age houses between city and suburbs 

5. Hierarchy  - inside something larger, “place in a pecking order” 
Examples: counties inside state, states inside country, 

creeks inside watershed of large river, 
rivers or mountain ranges inside continent 

6. Analogy  - in a similar position in a different part of the world 
Examples: ports near mouths of different rivers, 

neighborhoods near downtowns of different cities, 
places in similar positions on different continents 

7. Pattern  - arranged in bunches, lines, arcs, waves, or other non-random ways 
Examples: forts in a line, coral reefs in a ring around an island, 

oil wells in a bunch in one part of a country, 
sand dunes arranged like waves in a desert 

8. Association  - tending to occur together with specific other features 
Examples: stoplights at major intersections, 

people with malaria in places with A. mosquitoes, 
earthquakes at borders between crustal plates 

C. There are huge individual differences in how people do different kinds of spatial thinking. 

D. Studies show that every student can learn to do every kind of spatial reasoning better.   

E. An “expert” map reader is able to use more modes of spatial reasoning, and to use each 
one better, than a novice. That is why a good map reader can get more information, 
faster and more accurately, than a novice can.   

                                                                                      It’s like learning how to learn. 
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An Oriented Globe – A Small Model of a Really Big Earth 
Background :  Many students have difficulty with the idea of representation – they just don’t seem to 
believe that a one-page map can represent an entire continent (or, in the other direction, that a hand-sized 
drawing can represent a microscopic virus or even a single atom).  Representation seems to be one of 
those topics that students need to encounter in several different ways before something clicks.  This is 
especially true for a key idea of geography, namely that a classroom globe can represent the entire earth.  
Unfortunately, students sometimes pretend they understand it, rather than admit that they are baffled by 
something “everyone else seems to get.”  It takes some sensitivity to recognize when students don’t get it, 
and some creativity to think of different ways to present what is basically the same idea. 

Materials:  

- a few models of large and small things – cars, bears, ants, buildings, a tiny doll, and a ball of clay. 

- a good classroom globe (preferably in a cradle ring, rather than fixed on a “standard” slanted axis; 
                                           see Figure 9F in the book) 

- OPTIONAL: continents from a decent world map, cut out of foam board, flannel, masonite, etc. 
 (the NY Center for Geographic Learning has some templates in easy-to-print form on a CD) 

- OPTIONAL: a model of the classroom (see other activities where this might be useful) 

Procedures 

- Hold up a model of a car and ask students what it is.  Most times, the answer will be simply “a car.”   
If so, try going through an elaborate pantomime of trying to open the door and get in.  Then, look 
baffled, and say “it can’t be a car, because a car is something I can sit inside.” 

- Guide discussion to focus on the fact that a model car is a tiny version of something big enough for 
an adult to sit inside.  It’s like a car that has been put in a “shrink-machine” and made small. 

- Shift focus to a model of your classroom, if one is available.  “This is basically a small model of 
something that is big enough for everyone in the class to fit inside.” 

- Try a map of your community (perhaps a bus or subway map?)  “It’s a paper model of a whole city.” 

- Orient the globe.  An oriented globe is one that has been turned so that your location is “up” and the 
north pole of the globe points toward the wall that you have designated as “north”.  In this position, 
the globe is an especially accurate model of the earth.  Read on to see why. 

- Insert the feet of a small doll in a ball of clay and stick it on top of the globe (i.e. on New York), 
facing north (these details are important!!)  Then, stand next to it, preferably with the same pose 
and facing the same direction as the doll (it helps to choose a doll in a distinctive pose – I use a 2-
inch plastic cowboy waving a hat, and of course I have a similar hat to wave in the same way).   

- Say “this globe is now a good model of the earth; it has a model of a person on it, standing just like I 
am standing now.  So that cowboy standing on the globe is a model of me standing on the earth.” 

- Quickly add that “Of course, I’m bigger than this doll; and the real earth is way bigger than this 
globe.  But the globe is still a good model, because it IS shaped like the earth.” 

- Go on to demonstrate how the globe-model can be useful.  For example, take a string and stretch it 
from the doll on top toward some place students might know (Chicago?)  Say something timely, 
like “Suppose [our team] is playing the Chicago Bears.  This globe can tell us what direction a 
plane should fly to get there.”  Then sight along the string, and point in the right direction.  For 
older children in a multicultural setting, using an oriented globe and a string to figure out what 
direction to point toward Mecca can be an effective application of the principle. 

Learner outcomes: 

- awareness of the idea of representation 

- (subconscious!) appreciation that approximate knowledge of important geographic relationships 
        is more valuable than precise knowledge of trivial facts about places 

Issues to be resolved: 

- How to overcome the impression that the earth is basically flat.  This may be a bigger issue in rural 
areas, where students can actually see the horizon, and it does look flat.   



Educational Things You Can Do With a Globe 
P Gersmehl, Michigan Geographic Alliance   pgersmehl@gmail.com 

Things you can do with a globe mounted on an axis and tilted at 23 degrees 

1. Spin the globe 

2. Walk the globe around a flashlight or other light source to illustrate the seasons 

Things you can do with a globe mounted on a small pedestal base 

1. Look at the globe 

2. Bump the globe and watch it fall off of the table and break 

Things you can do with a globe mounted in a cradle that goes roughly around the middle 
          (This works best with a globe that shows longitude at 15-degree increments, because 15 degrees  
             of longitude is one hour (aha, it’s a math lesson, 360 degrees divided by 24 hours).  

1. Orient the globe to make an intuitively plausible model of the earth – turn the globe until your location  
is “up,” “on top” and the north pole is pointing toward the north wall of the room.  For more impact,  
put a small doll on the globe facing north, and stand in the same pose next to the globe –  
    “The cowboy standing on the globe represents me standing on the big ball of the earth.” 

2. Find directions to places, e.g. Mecca – orient the globe as in activity 1, stretch a string from your place 
(on top) to the destination, and sight along the string 

3. Measure distances between places – turn the globe to put both places on the cradle ring.   
Then read the distance from the scale written on the cradle (see below for how to make a cradle) 

4. Measure sun angle on a given date – find the latitude of the direct sun on that date from the Analemma 
(it’s a figure-8 or ellipse graph, usually in the Pacific Ocean).  Orient the globe to put your location up. 
Use a stick to show a direct ray of the sun straight down onto the latitude.  Use another parallel stick 
aimed at your place – that stick points directly to the sun at noon. 

5. Measure sun angle on a given date and time (this is quite advanced!) – do activity 4, but position  
the sun-stick 15 degrees east of your longitude for every hour it is before noon (or west for every hour 
after noon).  Then put another sun-stick parallel to the direct one. 

6. Estimate the amount of overhang needed to shade a window on a given date (this is a valuable skill  
in a time of global climate change and rising energy costs) – do activity 5 with a small model  
of a house at your location.  If you have a piece of cardboard as a moveable roof, you can simulate  
the proper overhang quite persuasively (with a little practice).  

7. Estimate the length of day on a given date – turn the globe so that the latitude of the direct sun is “up” 
(the ceiling lights then become the sun); look at the latitude of your place and count the number  
of 15-degree “time zones” that are on the lighted half of the globe. 

8. Estimate the length of day on a given date at any place on earth – do activity 6, but count time zones  
for the latitude of any place of interest.  If your hand coordination permits (practice does make perfect!), 
learn to hold the globe at a specific tilt (read from the Analemma for a specific date), and turn it one 15-
degree band at a time, counting time zones as you go.  

9. Hold the globe at a 23-degree tilt and walk it around a light source to illustrate the seasons. 

10. Illustrate the causes of the Coriolis “Force” that deflects winds and ocean currents from a straight path – 
this is too hard to explain on one page, but if you really understand the principle you can figure out how 
to show it with a cradle globe – it’s much harder with a fixed mount. 

How to make a cradle out of a box.  Find a box that is bigger than the globe in two horizontal dimensions 
and exactly half the diameter of the globe in the vertical dimension.  Cut a globe-sized hole in the box.  Mark 
15-degree increments around the hole – they are one hour each, or a bit more than 1000 miles (since the earth 
is about 25,000 miles around and there are 24 hours in a day).  Better yet, make it out of wood! 
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1. Name the “walls” of this map - N, E, S, W.   

2. Draw a line all the way around the area where camels live.

3. Where do camels live in Africa?  Circle how you might say it in words:

In the north part In the middle part In the south part

Imagine your friend
is going on a trip

to Africa, and wants
 to see some camels. 

(The compass rose 
tells what direction 
is “up” on a map.)

Where Camels Live in Africa
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Where Chimpanzees Live
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Animals of Africa 

1 3

Name Map Description

The dots on these four maps show places where these animals live:
Camel, Cheetah, Giraffe, and Chimpanzee.  Write the correct name 
and map number on the lines next to each description below. 

I have big feet. They help me walk on dry sand.
I also have a hump on my back. My body stores 
fat and water in the hump. That helps me survive 
a long time in places that do not have much water.

I am a big cat. I can run really fast (about 70 mph). 
That helps me chase antelopes and other animals
that eat grass. I don't like forests where other
animals live up in trees and I can't run easily.

I have a really long neck. This helps me eat leaves
from medium-sized trees that grow in grassy areas.
I don't like forests that have really big trees.
I don‛t like grasslands that don‛t have any trees. 

I look like a monkey with long arms but no tail.
I can climb trees as well as walk on the ground. 
I like to live in forests that have really big trees. 
I am afraid of places where lions and cheetahs live.

42
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1 . Where are we going on our field trip?  ________________________

2 . How will we get there?  Circle:  Walk    Bike    Bus    Subway   _________

3 . Here are three things I think I will see on the field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

5 . Here are two things I hope I will see on the field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

4 . This is why I think we will see these things on the field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

6 . This is why I think we might see these things on our field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

MI Field Trip
Planning Form
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1 . What story are we reading?  ______________________________

2 . Where did part of the story start?   

       _____________________________________________________

       _____________________________________________________

5 . Write a sentence using the word “between” to describe the places
         in this story.  Make sure you show the places in the right order, 
         how they would line up if you made a map of them in your head.  

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

3 . Where did the people go from there? (Where did it end?)  

       _____________________________________________________

       _____________________________________________________

4 . What did they pass or see on the way? (What did they go by?)  

       _____________________________________________________

       _____________________________________________________

Suppose the story is about going to a mall.  Ask yourself three questions: 
      Where does it start?  At your home (school, your uncle‛s house, . . .)  
      Where does it end?  at the mall.  
      What did you see on the way?  we went past a park (school, big tree, . . . )
Now, you can use the word “between” to show the order of these places 
as if you put them on a map.  “The park is between my home and the mall.”

Here‛s a “trick” to help you remember a story you are reading or listening to.
Sometimes it helps to “make a map of the story in your head.”

Making a Map in your Head
(while reading or listening to a story)
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STOP 1 . Here I  Circle:  saw  heard  smelled
     

STOP 2 . Here I  Circle:  saw  heard  smelled
     

STOP 3 . Here I  Circle:  saw  heard  smelled
     

STOP 4 . Here I  Circle:  saw  heard  smelled
     

STOP 5 . Here I  Circle:  saw  heard  smelled
     

Start

End

MI Field Trip
Journey Scroll
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1 . Where am I now?  _____________________________________

2 . I see something that is  Circle:  bigger than me   my size   smaller than me
        (I think) it is:  _______________________________________

        and ________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

4 . I see something that is shaped like a   Circle:  ball   box   plate   board
        (I think) it is:  _______________________________________

       and ________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

3 . I see something that is  Circle:  purple   red   orange   yellow   green   blue   
        (I think) it is:  _______________________________________

        and ________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

MI Field Trip
Observations
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1 . Where am I now?  _____________________________________

2 . I see something that looks interesting, but I don‛t know what it is.
       I will describe it as well as I can.  When we get back to our room, 
       my description will help us talk about it or ask someone about it.

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

3 . I see another interesting thing.  I think it is ________________.
       I will describe it here, so we can talk or ask someone about it later.

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

MI Field Trip
Mysteries
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1 . Where did we go on our field trip?  __________________________

2 . How did we get there?  Circle:  Walk    Bike    Bus    Subway   _________

3 . Here are some things I expected to see on the field trip, and we did see:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

5 . Here are two things I was surprised to see on the field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

4 . Here are some things I expected to see, but we did not see:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

6 . This is the strangest thing we saw on our field trip 
          (and why I think it was strange):

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

7 . This is what I would most like to see if I ever go there again:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

MI Field Trip
Reaction Form
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1 . Where would I like to go on a field trip?  ______________________

2 . How would we travel?  Circle:  Walk    Bike    Bus    Ship   Airplane   Space ship  

3 . Why do I want to go there ?

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

5 . Here are some things I expect to see there:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

4 . Here are some people I would like to go along with me on the trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

6 . This is what I would take with me on the field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

7 . This is what I would like to bring back from the field trip:

        ____________________________________________________

        ____________________________________________________

MI Field Trip
Wishes Form



READING
depends on several kinds of spatial thinking:

4. Words occur in spatial associations (adjective - noun).

2. Letters face specific directions: b d, p q,  n u.

5. Words influence nearby words    (“White-house lawn”).

6. Text is a spatial hierarchy
(phrases inside sentences inside paragraphs)

3. Letters occur in spatial sequences.      tar ~ rat

1. Letters are spatial shapes: O    M    P X    S



MATH
depends on several kinds of spatial thinking:

4. Subtraction involves a size comparison.

3. Numbers occur in spatial sequences.   911 = 119

5. Division is about size hierarchies.

2. A number line has a specific direction.

1. Numbers are spatial shapes: 2   4   6 8   0

6. And geometry is about shape and connections.
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Geography Insertions in Early Math and ELA Lessons 
Unit 1. A. The idea of representation  

      What’s this?  A schoolbus   It can’t be - I can’t get in it.   It’s a model of a schoolbus    

      A model is a little thing that represents a big thing.  It’s like we put a big schoolbus  
        in a shrinking machine and made it really little.  Learn the word: represents. 

      Here is a model of our classroom. It’s like we put this whole room in a shrinking machine.  
      In a couple weeks, we will use this model to hide a treasure. But first . . .      

B. Things that change and things that don’t 

   Which doll could represent the teacher?  Which one represents a child? 

      Big one is teacher, though teacher and child chosen as example both have blue dresses. 
 The clothes we wear can change from one day to another; our size doesn’t change. 
  No matter what I wear, I’m going to be bigger than name-a-child (at least this year!) 
  Make sentences to compare things that don’t change; now do it for things that change.    

Unit 2. A. Position words  

Plates of different sizes and colors.  Arrange, and describe.  Describe, and arrange. 

    Here are some position words:    Next to   Inside    Between    On top of   Underneath.   

    Make sentences to describe where things are.   
             We are geographers.  We know position words. 

    Let’s stand up and use position words – Simon says, go next to X, between X and Y, etc.  

B. What does the doggy see?  What does the birdy see? 

    Stack a small blue plate on a large red plate.  Draw pictures of what each animal sees.  
   Doggy sees a blue plate on top of a red one.  Birdy sees a blue circle inside a red circle.  

     Stand up and make sentences to describe what different animals, people, etc. see. 

           We will need these words to find the treasure that we will hide in this model . . .  

Unit 3. A. Frame of reference  

  Here is a model of our classroom. It’s like we put this whole room in a shrinking machine.  

  What does this green paper represent?  The greenboard on the wall.  (or whatever!) 
What does this represent?   The door.    (Pick obvious features and pictorial symbols.)  

B. Using the reference frame 

  Stand up and line up along the wall that has the door. 

  Make sentences to describe how we are standing. 

  Put dolls in the model to represent where those children are standing. 

       We will need these sentences to help us find the treasure in this model . . .  

Unit 4. A. Symbols for features  

  Here is a model of our classroom.  And here is a symbol of our reading rug 
                 (if the rug is distinctive enough, do it like Socrates – what is this?)  

  Put the rug where it goes in the model.  (Likely right in middle – enclosure is processed 
   before proximity in the brain).  Really?  Is it closer to the window, whiteboard, etc.? 

B. choosing symbols 

  Choose representations of some other prominent features and put them in the model.   
  marble globe.  bookcase or cubby wall.  Perhaps not desks yet – repetitive similar 
  symbols pose a greater challenge than unique ones, require more position words. 

Unit 5. A. Finding a treasure  

      Here is a model of a treasure.  I am going to put it here in the model of our room. 

      The real treasure is in the same place in the room.  Can you find it? 
            (There are many variations on this idea.  Don’t do them all in one day!  Reinforce!) 
  



 Geography in Early Childhood – Summary of Main Ideas 
Brains – deep background (You don’t talk to kids about this, but it helps to be aware of it.) 

Back in the 1700s, Immanuel Kant suggested that the human brain has several built-in ways 
to organize experience (he called them “a prioris” - in today’s jargon, that’s “hard-wired”): 

         temporal (time, history), spatial (space, geography), causal (science), quantitative (math) 

Many educational approaches (behaviorism, constructivism, many other “isms”) since then 
have assumed that “the brain is a blank slate,” where a person “constructs” knowledge. 

Modern brain-scanning, however, reveals that Kant was right – but . . . human brains actually 
have several networks that “do” spatial thinking.   Like muscles in your arm, you use 
different combinations of brain areas to do different kinds of thinking.  

Distances   

Measuring a room – using outstretched arms.  Measuring small things – paper clips, dolls. 

Later: Measuring on a map – string, etc.   Still later: on a globe – NYLAs or LANYs. 
How far is it from Kalamazoo to Timbuktu?  London?  Moscow?  Tokyo?  Rio de Janeiro? 

Bonus: Basic ways of comparing distance (more, less, same) use the same brain structures  
as mathematical reasoning – comparing distances can therefore help lay a foundation for math. 

Directions 

Two kinds of directions – egocentric (left, right, front, back), geocentric (N, E, S, W). 

Where is the milk? – ask children for directions in a store  
(Don’t just correct them; go where they say and let them learn by failing!) 

Name the walls.  Point north. That way is north, all the time. Put this box north of the table. 

Bonus: many letters (b-d, p-q, n-u) are distinguished only by the direction they face; 
   learning directions can therefore help with early stages of learning to read. 

Foundations for understanding 

Places are different because of where they are.  (Later: learn about Conditions and Connections) 

“Metacognition” about experience – how is there different from here, where we live? 

Later: Globe as a model of the earth – we’re actually standing on a big ball. 
(Be careful to orient globe with Michigan up, north pole pointing north.) 

Equator is a belt around the middle – it’s warm every day.  North Pole – cold every day. 
In between, it’s cold at some times and hot at other times.  We call that “seasons.” 
     Later: This line on the map is the equator.  Where do monkeys live?  Camels?  Polar bears? 

Maps – spatial analogies 

A map is an analogy – things are “in the same places” on a map as in a real place.  
Kids as young as 4 can learn – with surprising accuracy - that a dot or small picture  
 drawn in a box on paper can indicate the position of an object buried in a sandbox.  

  Bonus: Learning about maps can help kids form “a concept of representation” – which in turn  
  can help them appreciate that a printed shape on a page can represent a sound or a number. 

Shapes 

Learn to draw a map from memory??  Michigan calls that a middle-school “expectation,”  
but it is a questionable idea.   (For example, North America has many different shapes  
          on maps with different projections - which North America should they learn to draw?) 

Better:  Recognize details you can name.  Describe locations of features in a larger area 
Italy is a leg.  Michigan is a mitten.  Louisiana is a boot.  Oklahoma is a pan with a long handle.  
More important, teach kids to give their own names to details and then verbalize  
    about general position in a larger area – e.g., a thumb on the east side of our state.  

Bonus: Sensing the difference between general and specific can help with many school tasks. 

Vocabulary – describing conditions 

Prepositions. next to, near, far from, on top, underneath, inside, between, together with 

Adjectives. Look at pictures and talk about what it is like there.  Infer, not just name! 
   Rainy, snowy, cold, hot, windy;  steep, flat;  crowded, empty;  old, new;  clean, messy 

How do geographic conditions influence what people can do?  That’s the big question! 



http://ss.oaisd.org/   
Look at
   early grades;
     the Grade 3 project
       is in its third year
       and quite complete;
       earlier grades are
       still in draft stage

Look at
   each World region map
   has several layers
       (like the camel map)
   designed to support activities
   that scaffold map skills
also
   the Michigan map
   to see examples of maps
   that can be used in activities
   for elementary students 

Look at
   Spatial Reasoning,
      to see a research review
      and a bibliography 
   also, . . .
       Primary-school geography,
       under Activities

http://OurSpatialBrains.com

Y o u n g  L e a r n e r s  W e b s i t e s

http://textbooks.wmisd.org/GeographicBigIdeas.html

access at:     https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.576.8614&rep=rep1&type=pdf

Gersmehl, P.J. and Gersmehl, C.A., 2007. Spatial thinking by young children:  Neurologic evidence 
          for early development and “educability”. Journal of Geography, 106(5), pp.181-191.
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